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PORT PLANNING, DESIGN 
AND CONSTRUCTION

The expanding Brazilian economy has envisaged a need for 
updating and enhancing its port infrastructure, in order to 
properly respond to the demands as a growing economic power 
amongst the other BRIC countries. The Brazilian National 
Institute for Waterway Research (INPH) will play a significant 
role in the upgrading and expansion phase of existing ports. 

Brazil’s economic muscle ensures a continuous flow of its 
booming economy through more than 150 access points along 
its extensive shoreline. Brazil can be substantially benefited by 
the maritime and port industry as large amounts of capital will 
become available for a variety of intermodal improvements, such 
as a new generation of containerships, and the development of 
new and more advanced port terminal facilities to support export-
oriented strategies. Therefore, the need to secure the logistical 
aspects of growth is an issue to be dealt with in the near future. 

For this purpose, the Brazilian government has put a special 
focus on pinpointing the strategic ports of Brazil and making sure 
they live up to the future requirements. 

New simulation centre in Rio de Janeiro 
INPH will play a central role in the development and upgrade 
of the current port structure in Brazil. Since commercial ports 
require a high degree of efficiency in order to be profitable, every 
factor concerning the port has to be handled thoroughly from 
the start. Core aspects like approach and departure conditions, 
operational limits, tug requirements, limiting conditions due to 
water depth, assessment of downtime for operations, dredging 
limits and location of aids to navigation are but a few of the 
core pillars that will ensure the safety and efficiency of a port. To 
ensure that all the afore-mentioned issues are properly assessed, 
INPH has invested in an advanced simulation tool called SimFlex, 
developed by FORCE Technology. 

The reason for this investment is found in the effectiveness 
offered by simulation. By using simulation, it is possible to test 
different port layouts and possibilities, thus ensuring the optimal 
safety and efficiency of the ports before any final decisions are made. 

“During the design phase, it is difficult to foresee all the factors 
that affect a given port’s operability, and often simulation reveals 
weaknesses that have not been foreseen by either engineers 
or navigators,” Captain Guillermo Gomez Garay, FORCE 
Technology’s Senior Project Manager, explains. 

“By performing realistic simulations, it will be possible to 
evaluate terminals, turning basins, channel widths etc. before the 
construction phase, thereby identifying the operational limits or 
the need for additional dredging. Altogether this will enhance 
both the safety and the economic possibilities of the port,” he 
continues.  

Upgrading port efficiency using an 
advanced simulation centre 
The safety and efficiency of ports in Brazil can now be evaluated 
locally before development has even been completed
Cathrine  M. Steenberg, Head of Department Simulation and Information Technologies, FORCE Technology, Lyngby, Denmark

The mathematical model used in the creation of this Voith Schneider Propulsion 
(VSP) tug is developed together with VOITH Schiffsteknik Gmbh & Co. KG.

The visual representation in FORCE Technology’s SimFlex software is highly advanced. Together with the accurate reproduction of the interaction between hull, 
propeller, currents etc, the simulation experience is as close to sailing the real ship as you will get in a simulator.
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Establishing the minimum tug requirement in terms of size 
and quantity will also contribute to enhancing the efficiency 
of the port without jeopardizing safety. Amongst the features of 
the simulator centre is the possibility of operating advanced tug 
models, such as Azimuth Stern Drive (ASD) and Voith Schneider 
Propulsion (VSP). This provides the possibility of assessing current 
tug efficiency and operational limits in terms of assisting ships 
at critical passages or under severe weather conditions. Captain 
Guillermo Gomez Garay explains, “Upgrading or expanding an 
existing port aims at ensuring safe docking and undocking of 
large ships such as modern cruise ships or mega container ships”. 

The simulator centre is located in Rio de Janeiro, and the 
centre consists of two bridges. The main bridge will normally be 
utilized with the assisted ship or main ship to be tested, while the 
secondary bridge will mainly be used for tug models. 

The core of a simulator intended for engineering studies is the 
mathematical model utilized in the evaluation and analysis. The 

centre in Rio de Janeiro will use FORCE Technology’s DEN-
Mark1 model which is regarded as the world’s most accurate 
mathematical ship model. This tool will not only ensure the 
accurate inclusion of existing environmental conditions such as 
wind, current, rain, visibility and so on, but also the impact of 
complex hydrodynamic effects, such as bank effect and ship-to-
ship interaction. 

Strategic ports to undergo evaluation
Brazil has a colossal port infrastructure that needs to be enhanced, 
updated and upgraded in many areas. Moreover, new terminals 
and port expansions are being considered, and their potentials 
need to be assessed. It is likely that central maritime terminals 
in Brazil such as the ports in Rio Grande, Itajaí, Santos, Rio de 
Janeiro, Itaguai and Praia Mole will be among the first to be 
assessed at the simulation centre in Rio. 

FORCE Technology is a leading technology, consulting and service company on 

the international market. 

At our Division for Maritime Industry we offer our customers extensive services 

and expertise within aerodynamic and hydrodynamic model testing, numerical 

fluid mechanics and computer-based simulations.

The SimFlex software is a collect designation for our ship simulator systems 

that span from PC to full-mission edition. Via advanced computer models and 

mathematical calculations the simulator accurately renders the maneuvering 

capacities, bridge environment, and surroundings of the ship.
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ABOUT THE COmpAny EnqUiRiEs 

At the simulation centre in Rio de Janeiro, INPH can couple multiple simulators and perform advanced port studies with multiple ships and tugs.


